Greetings to everyone of our family.

For those who participated in the destruction working, for whatever duration, this is a message of Honor for your act and in you taking a stand to change the course of this evil and totally putrid world. I have no doubts Satan repays you and guides you on the Path to Godhead.

Satan and the Powers of Hell are constantly and relentlessly working and preparing for world take over. This is the crucial point in history where the enemy is most afraid and enraged. Many of our people are actively meditating, advancing and pushing themselves forward every day, more and more. This is all done for a purpose, to evolve Humanity to a Higher level, as well as themselves.

Few people are the ones who are really into Satanism and Truly willing to hear Satan's message all in itself and also, open their minds to a higher purpose even than themselves. This opening requires both a good streak of healthy egoism but a sense of collective advancement as well. The more our people here open their ears to Satan's message, all the better. Our loyal people, Warriors and Workers are building up a new era and by definition are and are becoming the New spiritual populace of the world.

The Era of Justice, Honor and a new world, from the ashes of this destroyed one. Satan's Era.

The enemy has their people and they fight 24/7, in order to destroy the Truth and degrade Humanity on a far lower level, in which everyone is a slave and under the rule of the jews. We are at a historical point where bullshit has to step aside and people have to open up to the Truth. Father Satan has mentioned that we have won and it's entirely True but the materialization of the Victory and the details on how it will come about, vary.

Our people must help by keeping up with their meditations, bringing people to the Truth, actively spreading the Truth and the message of Satan- daily, so we can regather the loyal ones and those who deserve to be part of this. OUR PEOPLE MUST FIGHT RELENTLESSLY.

When we say Satanism is the True Religion of Humanity, we mean it and prove it. This by definition means that Satan should be placed first, the meditations and practices should be closely observed and above all that real power will be achieved through
constant effort and belief. Not faith, but belief. KNOW this is True and do not doubt victory.

Over the last days, our people came with information on how the enemy got it real hard by the working. Rabbis died, even large-scale changes. This is only one part of what is going on.

Also, this is the place where some may quit. Chickens, cowards and purely selfish parasitic individuals have no place amongst these Ranks. They should better join our vain enemies as they have inside what our enemies do. Our people are brave, strong and when fear, uncertainty and confusion arise, they arise higher and conquer themselves. Our people have to stay in line and attack this monster of jews and their creations until it's gone. This is total war and not some kind of video game. Those who have delved in Satanism know entirely what is talked on about here.

And they also know about the rewards that Satan gives to his people, which include supernatural powers and even immortality but above all. Truth.

Know your purpose through Satan. Our purpose here, while most fail to see, is to sustain the Planet, our separate Races, expand, live on, enjoy life and become what nature has intended us to become, aside other things. Our people despite of their Race, have to study the Truth about the NS and the enemy race as well as their communism which is the cause of most of the shit going on today.

When we should and when we get the orders on our next move, another Ritual will be posted. We need to keep hitting them until they are gone. For now, our people should take some days back, enjoy themselves but always keep fighting daily.

Do not forget to celebrate December 23th, Father Satan's personal day.

Last but not least, there have been people who are asking about when the war is going to end, so on and so forth. The answer is this war ends when the enemy is gone until the last man and their institutions are down. In other words, instead of asking like some sort of prophecy sitting ass, people must work and bring this end closer by action.

Respect and Honor to our people!

HAIL SATAN!!

HAIL LILITH!!!!

HEIL THE ANTICHRIST!!!!

HEIL THE FOURTH REICH!!!!
HEIL TO OUR GODS AND RANKS!!!
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